Hacking Mobile Application Is
Easier Than You Think!
The Dawn of Mobile Application
The burst of growth in mobile application
technology in the recent years has encouraged corporations and organisations to offer
more and more services on mobile devices
which are able to interact with critical business systems, allowing access to highly sensitive data.
With such confidential information being
transacted in a mobile application environment, mobile devices have become attractive
targets for malicious attackers. A successful
compromise can result in attackers gaining
access to personally identifiable information
(PII), credit card and other sensitive data. In
the worst scenario, these incidents can potentially cause damage to the reputation of
your business.
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Mobile Application Penetration Testing
LGMS Offers Mobile Application Penetration Testing On Different Platforms

Mobile Application Penetration Testing
Protecting you from the latest security
threats, our mobile application security test
is designed to identify configuration and deployment flaws associated with integrating
application solutions into a corporate environment while providing detailed remediation advice.
Get your mobile application tested today!

Methodology

How Can LGMS Help You?

LGMS uses the latest proven
methodologies such as the OWASP Top 10
Mobile Risks to identify security flaws
unique to your application technology.

LGMS strives to provide a complete security assessment on your mobile application
by utilizing testing techniques spanning
across the network layer to the application
layer of the OSI (Open System Interconnection) model.
Equipped with the latest mobile application
testing toolkit that supports all major mobile
phone brands in the market; and our team
of experienced penetration testers, we will
assess your mobile application and
discover potential vulnerabilities for you.
Besides recommending best methods in
fixing security flaws in your mobile application, our detailed report also contains the
identified vulnerabilities along with their
respective risk ratings categorized based
on National Vulnerability Database (NVD)
and Common Vulnerability Scoring System
(CVSS).
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